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Abstract: An oscillographic study of the Hall voltage with an unpolarized alternating current through a platinum sample
revealed chiral features of the Hall effect, which clearly demonstrate the presence of the spin Hall effect in metals with a
noticeable spin-orbit interaction. It was confirmed that, as in the case of direct current, the possibility of a spin-Hall effect is
associated with the presence of an imbalance of the spins and charges at the edges of the samples, which is realized using their
asymmetric geometry. In particular, it was found that such chiral features of the nonequilibrium spin-Hall effect (NSHE), such
as independence from the direction of the injection current and the direction of the constant magnetic field, in the case of
alternating current, make it possible to obtain a double-frequency transverse voltage, which can be used as a platform for
creating spintronics devices.
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1. Introduction
Since the introduction of the concept of an additional
degree of electron freedom, the spin has been predicted and
further a number of characteristic properties of the electron
wave function in its behavior, which follow from the
relativistic Dirac equation, have been described. So, in 1929,
Mott first showed that one of them could be the chiral
asymmetry of scattering of electrons with different spin
directions in a central force field under conditions of a
relativistic spin-orbit (SO) coupling [1]. After 40 years,
Dyakonov and Perel, based on this idea, predicted for nonmagnetic conductors the effect of curving electron
trajectories with opposite spin orientations followed by their
accumulation at opposite edges of the samples [2], which
served as an impetus for active studies of the possibility of
generating spin currents using Spin-Hall Effect (SHE). Since
that time, many SHE experiments have been carried out in
the framework of the concept of the Mott impurity
mechanism of asymmetric spin scattering [3]. Later, under
the conditions of SO interaction, which removes double spin
degeneracy, the spin-dependent behavior of electrons in the
absence of scattering was predicted due to the possibility of
spin-dependent induction of the transverse electron velocity

component in an external electric field [4, 5, 6]. However, for
a long time, the detection of these effects by electric methods
in a “pure experimental setup” using an unpolarized injection
current seemed impossible. To avoid this difficulty, they
resort to preliminary polarization of the current injected into
the samples using ferromagnets, the ability of which to create
spin polarization has been repeatedly confirmed, for
example, by the manifestation of an anomalous spin-hall
effect in them. The spin-polarized current obtained in a
ferromagnet, which was then introduced into the material
under study, induces a charge and spin imbalance in the
sample (in particular, in SHE), which makes it possible to use
electric measurement of spin currents [7, 8] as additive to the
nonequilibrium state of charges and spins in the system as a
whole [9, 10], which leaves a certain ambiguity in the
interpretation of the results.
We previously suggested a method for creating
nonequilibrium in spins and, correspondingly, in charges,
which made it possible to study the momentum-spin
dynamics of electrons in metals by electric methods, without
resorting to improper methods of polarizing the current
introduced into the sample [11]. It consists in the use of
samples with an asymmetric cross-sectional shape, the
( -sectional area)
characteristic size of which ~
significantly exceeds the mean free path of carriers ℓ and
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spin relaxation ℓ .

The process will end with the establishment of equilibrium
between the strength of the spin-orbital field
and the
gradient of the spin chemical potential
, arising between
the spins of the opposite direction
!∓
# and the
accumulation of charges with opposite spins on opposite
edges of the sample in equal amounts, regardless of the cross
sectional geometry, if there are no spin relaxation processes.
In this case, the appearance in the y direction of the gradient
will not be accompanied
of the spin chemical potential
by a charge imbalance and the gradient of the
electrochemical potential in this direction remains zero. This
means that the condition ℓ ≫
makes it impossible to
study SHE by electrical methods.
However, if the dimensions of the sample in the cross
section significantly exceed the mean free path
≫ ℓ #,
so that the inequalities are ℓ ≪ ℓ ≪
, then the "spinflip" region is inevitable, where the dynamics of spins is
stochastic, and the spin currents of oriented spins will appear
only where the spins are coherent. In Figure 1, the regions of
coherent spin flows in the field
near the opposite & and '
edges of the sample with thicknesses () and (* in the +
direction differ ,() (* - and have an unequal number of
carriers (spins) .) ~ ) and .* ~ * . The crossed out arrows
indicate spin flows that do not reach the edges of the sample.
As a result, the total charge current in the / direction due to
spin dynamics under conditions of SO interaction will be as
follows:

2. NSHE with Alternating Current
As is known, in the absence of external sources of electric
field, the distribution of spins and their corresponding
charges in the sample depends on the shape of the sample,
but with respect to a certain center of symmetry (center of
gravity) remains equilibrium, so that the gradients of the
electrochemical potential and the spin chemical potential in
the sample remain equal to 0 in any directions for any form
of sample. However, the non-uniformity of the distribution of
carriers over the volume with the asymmetric shape of the
sample leads, as is well known, to such an effect as the Hall
effect, when the voltage transverse with respect to the current
is determined by the total rather than specific (like the Hall
, where
constant) number of charges in the sample: ~
is the volumetric macroscopic parameter (thickness) of the
sample. According to the concept of SO interaction, upon
application of an electric field, the nonequilibrium dynamics
of spins in the momentum space should manifest itself in the
sample due to the addition to the spin-orbit field
(for
example, within the framework of the Hamiltonian with the
coupling of the Rashba spin – orbit coupling [8]) induced by
the drift addition to the carrier velocity . This, in turn, will
lead to the appearance of equal in magnitude fluxes of spins
of opposite directions along y due to the deviation of the
spins up at
0 and spins down at
0 (
is
quasimomentum):
≡
.
0

0)

0*

0) ,1

0* ⁄0) -

0) ,1

(34 is spin conductivity).

Figure 1. The diagram of spin-currents in an asymmetric sample with a
finite length of spin relaxation. & and ' areas refer to .) and .* numbers of
carriers, respectively.

U

567

U967

:

<3 ,;-

where C and D are the orts of the E and + axes; and 3 are
spin current density and spin conductivity, respectively; : is
the average distance between the sample edges not equal
thickness along y, and the signs of the second component
correspond to the orientations of the magnetic field of the

.* ⁄.) -

34

,1

*⁄ )-

(1)

Thus, in an asymmetric sample, spin imbalance is
accompanied by charge imbalance, which allows one to study
the features of the spin-hall effect by electric methods
without the aid of ferromagnets. Two distinctive features of
such nonequilibrium SHE at constant current, detailed
studied in [12], should be the independence of the direction
of nonequilibrium gradients of the spin and charge chemical
potentials from the direction of the current, as follows from
the diagrams in Figure 1, and from the direction of the
constant magnetic field: unlike common Hall effect (CHE),
which is described by the vector quantity, the interaction of
oppositely oriented spins ’up’ and ’down’ with a magnetic
field in opposite directions should be symmetrical, so that the
spin conductivity should be scalar.
The indicated NSHE properties make it easy to separate
the Hall components of the voltage transverse to the current
and field directions (see [12]) - spin 567 and Lorentz U967 :

967

=x ? zA →

567

967 ,

(2)

opposite direction.
In this report, we show how these features of NSHE using
alternating current can be demonstrated visually and used as
an informative platform for elements of spintronics, such as
spin detectors, for example.
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Indeed, since, according to the diagram in Figure 1, the
sign of the spin-charge unbalance does not depend on the
direction of the current, then the possibility of an
oscillographic visualization of the effect should obviously
follow from this fact.
With alternating current, for example, sinusoidal form
)L

)L,G- ,;-O567 ,(-

Q

567,G- ,;-

where SL ,;967,G- ,;-⁄ 567,G- ,;- is a modulation
factor (depth).
The expression shows that if NSHE , 567 - has the
property not to depend on the directions of the current and
the magnetic field, then the first component in this expression
should be an even function of the current O567 ,(-~O,F4T -#
and the ; sign, and the second component is odd both in
current and B, being a product of functions of different parity,
and therefore, both components should visually differ in the
form and duration of periods (2 times). This allows direct
oscillographic visualization of the effect on alternating
current for certain values of the modulation depth SL ,;-.

3. Visual Implementation of the NSHE
To implement the visualization procedure, we chose a
heavy metal (Pt), as a metal with the expected strong spinorbit interaction and, as a result, a sufficiently large spin-hall
effect for the reliability of its resolution, since the alternating
current requires the use of broadband non-selective recording
mode.
Samples were prepared in the form of pieces of rolled foil
sized 6.5×2.5 mm2 with edge thicknesses differing by U 0.1,
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F4 F4G sin K( (hereinafter the symbol 0 will denote
amplitude), expression (1) will represent the rule for
determining the total amplitude of the transverse amplitudemodulated signal )L consisting of a ’carrier’ 567 ,(; ;and
’modulating’,
567,G- ,;-O567 ,(-,
967 ,(; ;967,G- ,;- sin K(, components:
967 ,(; ;-RO567 ,(-

567 ,(; ;-=1

SL ,;- sin K(A,

(3)

which was not less than 300 electron mean free paths
ℓ (U 0.3μm at 4.2 K). The resolution of the AC signal was
~10 Z V.
for
The insets in Figure 2 show the oscillograms of
different values of the AC sinusoidal modulation coefficient
with an injection current amplitude 04G 100 mA and a
frequency of 22 Hz. Three most characteristic waveform
series are shown: for SL ,;- ≫ 1 and small values of
567,G- ,;- and 967,G- ,;- (series #1); for SL ,;- ≫ 1 and
large values of 967,[\- ,;- (series #3); and for SL ,;- 1
(series#2). In each series, oscillograms are presented for two
opposite directions of the magnetic field (middle photos),
which were realized by switching the direction of the current
by changing its phase by π. At the top of each series are
initial waveforms at ] 0 , associated with a slight nonorthogonality of the Hall contacts.
The 567 curve from series #2, averaged over the two
waveforms, which are shown in the #2 insert for ;, after
excluding 967 ,(; ;- according to the rules of expression 1,
is shown separately. It is seen that the phase 567 does not
depend on the phase of the modulating signal, as expected for
the spin-Hall effect.

Figure 2. Nonequilibrium Spin-Hall Effect at sinusoidal injection current. The inserts are oscillogram series with different modulation depths of the Spin-Hall
Effect , ^_` - by the normal Hall Effect , a_` -. The signals of series #2 are shown below: ^_` is a double frequency (2ω) signal of SHE; +H, -H are a_`
modulating signals with the frequency equal to the current frequency (ω).

The oscillograms obtained with the same instrument
resolution and the same scanning frequency. The bottom
waveforms on the inserts (modulating envelopes)
demonstrate the dependence of the modulation amplitude in
the magnetic field. For convenience of analysis, the scanning

frequency was chosen such that on all photos the curves were
represented within at least a period. To eliminate the
influence of the field on the electron dynamics, small fields
were used that satisfy the condition K b ≪ 1 , where b
ℓ ⁄ c is the momentum relaxation time, c is a Fermi-
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velocity.
Starting with some values of the magnetic field, peaks
appeared on the oscillograms, whose order and sign, the
same for opposite field directions, corresponded to the
features of the even function relative to the sign of the
current and magnetic field.
In addition, when changing the direction of the magnetic

field, the phase of the modulating signal changed as π, as an
alternating (odd in current and magnetic field) contribution
967 . Thus, the observed features of the oscillograms
completely corresponded to the manifestation of NSHE: the
spin-Hall Effect “straightens” (!) the current, as the series of
oscillograms #2 particularly clearly demonstrates.

Figure 3. The resulting dependence of the amplitude of the AC response of the double frequency NSHE.

Obviously, the possibility of such visualization of the
effect is limited by the range of the modulation factor
SL ,;- 1. In the case of SL ,;- ≫ 1, the type of the evencurrent effects is detected after the digital processing data by
formula 1 and the data averaging for opposite directions of
the magnetic field. The resulting dependence of the AC
response amplitude of the double frequency NSHE in the
entire measured range of magnetic fields has the form shown
in Figure 3.
It can be seen that sign of the amplitude 567,G- ,;- of this
response changes to the opposite at some point of the
crossover, which corresponds to the change of the AC phase
of the signal by π. As in the case of Al, this is apparently due
to a change in the hole carrier sign [12]. According to the
measured data, the spin Hall angle for platinum is
tanh g567 U 10 T , which is almost an order of magnitude
smaller than the usual Hall angle.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, with the help of alternating current, we
visualized a nonequilibrium spin-hall effect in asymmetric
platinum plates in the helium temperature range. The
observed oscillograms completely confirmed the properties
of the spin-hall effect, which we previously discovered using
the unpolarized direct current injection into the samples of
metals such as Al, W, Pt. The chiral properties of the effect
on alternating current make it possible to use them as an

informative platform for the simple spintronic devices that do
not require high technologies for the production of the
samples.
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